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Synonyms 

In each of the questions below there is a word at the left and a choice of five words to the right.  
You have to identify which of the five words is most similar in meaning to the word on the left and 

mark the corresponding letter on the answer sheet.

In the example above, the word ‘select’ means the same as ’choose’ so you would mark D on the 
answer sheet.  Note the word ‘choice’ is a noun and cannot be a synonym of the verb; ‘choose’. 

11. inquisitive easy curious happy weather joyful 
B A B C D E 

12. vegetation rain shrubbery broccoli tight thought 
B A B C D E 

13. habitat environment function renewal vacation occupation 
A A B C D E 

14. holiday luggage bonus tired bag vacation 
E A B C D E 

15. haste incomplete hillside school speed run 
D A B C D E 

16. abandon fear forget neglect decide buy 
C A B C D E 

17. boisterous feeble lively today think busy 
B A B C D E 

18. carcass killed body war tangerine edible 
B A B C D E 

eg. choose choice apple reject select empty 
A B C D E Sam
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Formal Logic 

30. Please read the statements below.   

• All plants require water 

• Flowers have petals 

• All flowers are plants 

If the statements above are correct then only one of the statements below MUST be true.  Read 
the statements below and mark the letter of the statement which has to be true on the answer 
sheet. 

 

A. Flowers are colourful. 

B. All flowers require water. 

C. Flowers are living. 

D. Flowers shed their petals. 

E. Flowers cannot live forever. 

 
Spelling Mistakes 

 
In the sentences below there may be a spelling mistake in one of the sections marked A to D.   You 
have to identify the mistake and mark the corresponding letter on the answer sheet.  If there is no 
mistake, you should mark N on the answer sheet. 

e.g. 

 

In the example above, the word ‘sentence’ has been misspelled so you would mark C on the 
answer sheet. 
 
31.  The guardien took the children to school.  
A A B C D N 

 
 
32.  Jacob was easily iritated by his mother.  
C A B C D N 

 
 

 
This is an 

 
example of 

 
      a long senntence 

 
   with a mistake. 

 

      
 A B C D N 
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Extra Word 
 

In these questions, the words which make up a sentence have been put into a random order and 
an extra word which doesn’t fit into the sentence has been added.  You have to identify the word 
which doesn’t fit into the original sentence.  Mark the letter corresponding to the ‘extra word’ on 
the answer sheet. 

 

eg.    plate      she      ate      the      onto      table      the      put  
       A             B         C         D           E             F           G         H    

 

You could rearrange this to form the sentence “She put the plate onto the table” but the word 
“ate” doesn’t fit into any sensible sentence so you would mark the letter C on the answer sheet. 

 
51.    every      you        day      fruit       needs      eat      must  
              A            B            C            D            E            F         G            Ans=E  

 
 
52.    steal           is          to         from        it     immoral    very  
              A            B            C            D            E            F            G          Ans=D 

 
 
53.       on        they      have      exam        a          an      Monday  
              A            B            C            D            E            F           G                 Ans=E 

 

54.    forgotten   had      lunch      his        for        he      again  
              A            B            C            D            E            F         G               Ans=E 

 
 
55.      wind       blew      hat      into         her       the       off  
              A            B            C            D            E            F           G             Ans=D 

 
 
56.    missed      the      warm     feeling      went     she      sun’s  
              A             B            C               D               E           F           G          Ans=E 

 
 
57.    was       it       happy        going      ending      always       a  
              A        B            C               D              E                F             G          Ans=D 
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PART E 
Missing Words (Cloze) 

In the box below there are ten words each of which is identified by a letter.  You have to decide 
which word should go in each of the numbered gaps in the short passage that follows.  Mark your 
choice on the answer sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

The horse was ______(41)_____ strangely and Sarah sensed that something was______(42)_____. 

After the lesson had ______(43)_____  and the riders had all left the stables she went gradually 

over to the large, dark______(44)_____  and stroked its neck gently. The horse would usually lean 

its head towards Sarah’s face when she did this, as a sign of endearment, but on 

this______(45)_____  the horse remained very still. 

 

More Missing Words 

Use words from the box below to fill in the gaps in the passage that follows 

 

 

 

 

This confirmed Sarah’s fears and she rang the vet ______(46)_____ . Thankfully, he was 

sympathetic to her concerns and he made a ______(47)_____  trip to the stable that evening. The 

horse became visibly ______(48)_____  at the sight of the unfamiliar vet in his sterile white 

______(49)_____  and cowered away . It was a matter of moments before the vet sourced what 

was wrong; the horse was not ill but instead rather excitingly it was______(50)_____!, 42=I, 

43=A, 44=E, 45=G 

 A.  finished  B.  event  C.  complete  D.  finish 

 E.  animal  F.  thoughtful  G.  occasion  H.  behaving 

 I.  wrong  J.  jump 

 K.  clothing  L.  pregnant  M.  again  N.  faster 

 O.  wisdom  P.  special  Q.  immediately R.  frighten 

 S.  agitated  T.  new 
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